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ABSTRACT
Simulation has been applied to evaluate increasingly complex and dynamic military issues concerning systems and
operations within a network-centric warfare environment. Exercising tradespace exploration using simulation enables the
discovery of insights and solutions from a wide spectrum of potential outcomes and alternatives. It can be applied to military
system design, operations analysis and systems architecture. The advent of network technology and advanced software
has greatly enhanced the efficiency and effectiveness of conducting tradespace exploration. This was illustrated using a
fictitious asset-based defence scenario generated by the Extended Air Defence Simulation. An Operations Analysis Tool
Suite was developed to facilitate solution-space exploration across the three phases of the simulation.
Keywords: operations analysis, tradespace exploration, warfare simulation, decision making, systems architecture

INTRODUCTION
In the military arena, understanding and managing uncertainties
is essential to build up a strong fighting force. Uncertainties lie
in multiple domains: operational tactics, technology, systems,
political environment, weather and terrain. It is always in the
best interests of decision makers to factor in such uncertainties
during decision making. This will ensure that the solution
would be able to cope with changes, and be robust and
flexible. Tradespace exploration can be applied to realise such
solutions.
Tradespace is defined as a wide spectrum of potential
outcomes spanning over a set of numerous operational and
system parameters, attributes and characteristics to provide
possible design options and to satisfy operational expectations
and system performance criteria (Brantley, McFadden, &
Davis, 2002). Exploration over the tradespace refers to the
identification of the best or most robust system design
variables or operational concepts to meet decision makers’
threshold expectations through data trend and outlier analysis.
As opposed to optimisation to find the global solution to a
fixed configuration, such exploration better captures the fact
that the systems, environments and even requirements are
dynamic and complex (Ross & Hastings, 2005). In the military
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systems context, tradespace exploration provides a multifaceted solution space from which robust and flexible solutions
can be obtained. It will also allow military systems designers
to recognise better design solutions, and not be entrapped by
point designs that just happen to work.

Use of Tradespace Exploration
In this era of high performance and distributed computing,
tradespace exploration can be more pervasive and less costly.
Tradespace exploration can be used in the following areas:
a) System Design – During the system design, planning or
acquisition phase, different variables can be explored across
multiple – mostly conflicting – constraints and stakeholder
interests. This is so that robust or optimal system specifications
can be recommended. By covering all possibilities, tradespace
exploration helps to boost the decision makers’ confidence
in the quality of weapon and platform production and cost
effectiveness of the acquisition. For example, when designing
a missile, engagement-level simulation can be run exhaustively
to determine effective single-target interception by considering
factors such as aerodynamics, propulsion and seeker guidance.
Cost, a crucial element, should be factored in to determine a
cost-effective solution.

b) Operations Analysis – Since World War II, military
Operations Analysis (OA) has been a systematic and scientific
approach in articulating the operational value of deployed
tactics and warfighting systems, providing solutions to military
decision makers. Beyond the system design level, OA unravels
the operational (mission to campaign level) effectiveness of
single or multiple systems and concepts. The solution space
is both wider and more dynamic due to interactions among
multiple opposing sides. Tradespace exploration is necessary
for OA studies to be considered comprehensive. For example,
it leads one to question the mission effectiveness of a landbased air defence platform (system-level) which can perform
reasonably over an asset-protective scenario against both
fighter and missile types approaching at different flight profiles
(tactic-based) in the hilly or desert areas (environment-driven).
Unfortunately, OA simulation applications typically generate
multiple runs and accumulate massive amounts of data, but do
not offer features to facilitate tradespace exploration.
c) Systems Architecture – Improvements in communication,
computing and information technologies have revolutionised
the warfighting landscape by enabling systems to
interoperate in a network-centric environment. Systems
architecture is a means for conceptualising and designing
coherent and consistent networked solutions among weapons,
sensors, and command and control systems (Tan, Teo, Lee, &
Lim, 2008). The challenges of assessing systems architecture
come from eliciting and fusing strategic perspectives in terms
of political, environmental and social aspects; operational
perspectives to consider potential threat assessment as well
as mission objectives and constraints; and technical
perspectives taking into account new and legacy system
performances and environmental context. More often than
not, OA is a systematic aid to understand the art and science
of systems architecture. To address these challenges through
OA, tradespace exploration is a powerful enabler for the
understanding of System-of-Systems (networked systems)
characteristics.
d) Changeability – One main system architectural effort is
to address the changeability of environment, structural and
functional system designs and stakeholders’ expectations.
Changeability comprises factors such as flexibility, adaptability,
scalability, modularity, vulnerability and survivability. Such
ilities address the ability of a system to cope with changes
(McManus, Richards, Ross, & Hastings, 2007). This paradigm
of changeability forces military bodies to address changes
actively at different levels of systems, needs and environments
over different time epochs. Tradespace exploration broadens
the perspective of systems architects and designers by

directing them to deliver values of single or multiple systems
which are robust enough to achieve insensitivity to changing
preferences, environments and system offerings (Ross,
Rhodes, & Hastings, 2008). For example, while survivability
is conventionally a passive activity achieved through the
hardening of key installations or making platforms stealthier, it
can be made more active by avoiding, deterring and recovering
from disturbances by means of regeneration, retaliation and
relocation over time (Richards, Hastings, Rhodes, & Weigel,
2007). Multiple survivability attributes of a system such as
armour thickness (hardening), radar signature (detection
susceptibility) in conjunction with its weapon (retaliation) and
mobility (relocation) against the enemy dispositions and their
system performances can be explored.

APPLYING TRADESPACE
EXPLORATION
The authors seek to propose ways to improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of tradespace exploration through a high level of
automation and customisation in three conventional phases of
simulation: input, process and output. A software tool, currently
named Operations Analysis Tool Suite (OATS), was developed
as a simulation wrapper to implement tradespace exploration
and has been successfully operationalised in several analytical
military studies. This article1 uses a fictitious, but illustrative
case study example of a military scenario using both OATS
and Extended Air Defence Simulation (EADSIM), a US Army
constructive simulation application.

INPUT PHASE
Input Considerations
Input phase is the stage where input variables are generated
prior to the execution of any simulation runs. In order to ensure
that input automation can be supported during the input phase,
the following aspects should be considered:
a) Variable Forms – Input variables can be categorised either
as numerical or categorical forms. Numerical form refers to
the quantitative and continuous measurements in terms of
numerical values. Categorical variables are those which have
only discrete values. For example, the kill probability of a
missile can be quantified as a numerical value between 0 and
1 while soldier postures can only be represented categorically
as hiding, running or stationary. Categorical variables can be
further classified into ordinal for ordered labelling, or nominal in
which the values are treated as unordered.
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b) Value Variability – Boundaries of the input parameters and
value spacing have to be carefully thought through because
data sets can cause dramatic changes in output. Excessive
inputs create so vast a solution space that it might be difficult
or impossible to make analytical insights in the output phase.
One suggestion is to set the minimum and maximum values
of a variable, followed by the average or most likely value.
A good example is the maximum, nominal and minimum
altitude of an aircraft within safety and operational constraints.
Progressive increment and decrement can be performed by
initially generating wide intervals to obtain the general trend,
followed by narrower intervals to understand any tipping points
and outliers for the output in the previous phase. Values which
require ordered arrangement or repetition must be taken note
of. For example, deployment of tanks over vital sites for an
evenly dispersed fire distribution means that allocation of tanks
need to be optimal and no two tanks should be at the same
place.
c) Input File Structure and Formats – The input file formats
are dependent on the simulation application utilised. Simulation
applications with a single input file, such as MANA (Map-Aware
Non-uniform Automata), an agent-based simulation tool, can
be easily configured. However, a larger or networked simulation
application, such as EADSIM, may generate different input files
that span across multiple folders, requiring users to understand
its unique file hierarchy structures for direct automated
configuration. Input data, in its raw file, should be in plain text
and easily edited so that data manipulation can be conducted
efficiently without going through an intermediate Graphical
User Interface editor. Text or XML (eXtended Markup Language)

formats are preferred. With the proliferation of the Internet and
markup languages, the XML format has gained traction among
simulation applications in recent years. It offers ease of parsing
and nesting, as well as the flexibility to modify tags, attributes
and styles. For example, EADSIM has gradually transformed its
text-based data files into XML-format. It is therefore advisable
that simulation applications adopt XML-formatted data to
facilitate the conduct of tradespace exploration.
d) Design of Experiment – This is an experimental design
method to quantify measurement of factors and their
interactions to ensure output robustness later on. Proper Design
of Experiment is strongly recommended to minimise, yet justify,
the runs for large solution space so as to minimise mistakes and
re-running. Experimental techniques to reduce the size of the
tradespace to be explored such as Latin Hypercube Sampling,
Orthogonal Sampling and Antithetic Variance Reduction can
be applied. Statistical tools such as JMP (Sall, Creighton, &
Lehman, 2007) can assist in constructing experimental designs
and lay down all input data sets before proceeding into the
process phase.

Illustration Through Case Scenario
To illustrate the execution of tradespace exploration, the
fictitious case scenario of asset-based defence was generated
in EADSIM (see Figure 1). EADSIM is a many-on-many
simulation of air, missile and space warfare. It is a military
simulation widely used internationally by over 390 user
agencies.

Figure 1. Asset-based defence scenario in EADSIM
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EADSIM was applied to model Blue missile launchers deployed
to protect assets (as indicated by blue house icons) against
Red attacking fighters. Red fighters were out to destroy the
Blue assets whereas the missile launchers can autonomously
engage any threats within their sensor and weapon ranges.
Four Blue launchers were deployed to cover the perimeters
of the operational area and there were six potential sites
available to deploy another three launchers to enhance overall
defence. Blue commander had the choice of employing any
one of three different weapon types. The technical attributes of
kill probabilities, weapon speeds and launch delays could be
specified to determine the operational value of each technical
attribute against the specified threats and how they influence
the overall mission effectiveness. Red forces would attempt to
approach their target area in any two of the eight directions
(N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) and have the choice of either
adopting a strategy of flying at high altitude to maximise
weapon release range or at low altitude to reduce susceptibility
of detection. Figure 2 details the input factors and levels which
generate a total of 4,320 possible scenario variants.

Operations Analysis Tool Suite
OATS was developed as a generic wrapper around several
warfare simulation applications, including MANA and
EADSIM, to automate and customise data farming, distributed
computing and post-processing in all three phases of
simulation. OATS has been deployed in various OA studies
over the past few years, including maritime surveillance, air
defence and urban operations.

Factors

Description

Levels

Red Attack
Direction

8 directions
choose 2 with repetition

36

Red Flying
Height

2 choices of
flying height

2

Blue Deployment
of Additional
Launchers

6 potential sites
choose 3 without
repetition

20

Blue Weapon
Type

3 sets of weapon
attributes

3

Figure 2. Tradespace for exploration

To illustrate how it facilitates tradespace exploration, OATS
was applied to the EADSIM scenario stated. Since EADSIM
input files were text-based and resided within multiple folders
at the time of experimentation, OATS used a file differentiation

method to identify the relevant text which represented the
factors mentioned in the input files. The file differentiation
method required the users to make two different input data
sets with different known values for the factor to be studied.
This allowed OATS to compare each row and column of the
data sets, and thereafter sieve out the relevant factor values
based on the differences between the content without the need
for users to understand the details of data format for each
EADSIM file. In the same way, this method can also be applied
to XML-formatted data. Figure 3 illustrates identification of
study factors using file differentiation method.

Figure 3. File differentiation method
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Figure 4 shows a screenshot of OATS where relevant study
factors were identified and subsequently all scenario variants
were generated based on the user-defined value combinations.

runtime error on the spot as much as possible. If the situation
cannot be remedied, the application should then proceed with
the remaining scenario runs.

PROCESS PHASE

c) Resource Management – For large experiments covering
a wide solution space, distributed computing over serverclient network offers a means to achieve statistical outputs
within a reasonable time. While current network technologies
may be applied to enhance the efficiency of the simulation
process, disk space management is also necessary. In the
event of limited disk space, on-the-fly database generation
may be adopted. This method generates the input database
and triggers the simulation run for the current scenario variant
only after the previous variant has been completed and postprocessed. This allows the raw input and output database to
be deleted so that resources are freed up for subsequent runs.

Process Considerations
Process phase is the execution of simulation runs. Multiple
scenario runs for solution space finding can be resource
intensive. Network computing and software automation are
two important capabilities to deal with the tediousness of
the process phase. Below are the findings that the authors
discovered to be helpful during the process phase.
a) Simulation Execution – Triggering the simulation runs
should be automated, rather than manually done for each
scenario variant. Simulation applications with command line
arguments can be easily called out through batch scripting.
However, simulation applications without command line
interfaces may require third-party software, such as AutoHotKey
program, to automate the sending of keystrokes and mouse
clicks to initiate simulation runs.
b) Simulation Runtime Error – Simulation applications may
crash and halt occasionally during simulation runs. Such
crashes and runtime errors are inevitable and they should be
properly and delicately managed such that they do not violate
the integrity of the results. The application should rectify the

Illustration Using Case Scenario
The asset-based defence case study utilised a clientserver network for distribution of simulation workloads. A
centralised job scheduler will assign the available computers
in the network to generate specific scenario variants, run the
simulation and post-process, as well as consolidate the results.
Upon completion of each scenario variant, the intermediate
input and output files are deleted to conserve disk space.
Such automation through the computer network allows users
to run numerous scenario variants continuously and obtain
outputs efficiently with minimum supervision. Runtime errors

Figure 4. OATS screenshot of data farming features
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are determined by the job scheduler after a defined threshold
duration of inactivity, upon which the computer will be instructed
to terminate the erroneous run and proceed with the rest of the
runs. The results of erroneous and incomplete runs would not
be considered in the statistical sampling in the output phase,
but stored separately for future rectification and diagnosis. The
process flow of tradespace exploration is illustrated in Figure 5.

OUTPUT PHASE
Output Considerations
This final phase should not stop at the generation of cluttered
tables and graphs, but rather develop insightful assessments
which can ultimately be used to guide the development of
effective plans and decisions. To an experienced practitioner,
any simulation application is a tool to influence decision
makers and commanders. He or she has to go beyond
the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of experiment design and simulation
execution, and derive the ‘why’ behind the outputs generated
from the simulations (Geoffrion, 1976). Although the ultimate
stage of artificial intelligence, where deductions and insights
may be made by computers alone, is not on the near horizon,
computers are essential tools that reduce the burden of
an analyst. Given the proliferation of multimedia and data
management in today’s information technology arena, the
following important assessments about the simulation output
phase can be made.

a) Output Filter – Output data can grow exponentially with
the number of factors to be studied. Similar to the input
phases, users must be aware of where the necessary outputs
are stored before they can extract the relevant values for output
measurements. Data should be filtered to quantify indicators
such as Measures of Performances (MOPs) and Measures of
Effectiveness (MOEs). However, translation of raw outputs to
MOPs and MOEs is a non-trivial activity. For example, weapon
expenditure has to be determined by aggregating the number
of occurrences at which the weapon was fired over the entire
timeline of each simulation run, and then obtaining an average
of all the simulation runs for every scenario variant, followed
by generating statistics for relevant groups of scenario variants
to test for robustness. Although most simulations can provide
the first-order output extraction, they often do not provide
sufficient features to perform statistical filtering across scenario
variants or timelines, not to mention the lack of second-order
output for insight inference. Offline output customisation and
configuration are usually needed to complete the data filtering
and mining. XML-formatted outputs are conducive for data
filtering because the elements and attributes tagged to each
content markup indicates the data nature. Unicode or textbased output files, although more reader-friendly, require the
user to understand every sentence format to apply string
manipulation such as truncation and trimming. For example,
to determine the number of kills of ‘Weapon X’ in a log file
which contains a sentence that ‘Weapon X destroys Asset
Y’, the word ‘destroys’, which appears at the third string item

Figure 5. Process flow of tradespace exploration
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associated with the precedent ‘Weapon X’, should be captured
in the file content.
b) Output Mining and Insight Assessment – Data mining,
the process of extracting patterns from data, follows the
data extraction and filtering leading to insight assessment.
Interpretation of the simulation outputs should be of equal,
if not more, importance to the techniques and methodology
of a simulation experiment. Conventionally, with substantial
simulation runs, information such as statistical mean, minimum
and maximum range, mode, median and sigma errors are
determined and compared to infer any regressive trend,
boundaries, skewness, volatility, as well as outliers to determine
forecasts, emerging phenomena or any ‘black-swan’ events.
Data visualisation and interactivity are two important features
to add confidence to data mining and insight assessment.
Statistical data should be plotted in charts or decision trees
for all key decision parameters to determine any distribution,
composition, comparison, cluster, classification or regression.
Interactivity between the tabular numerical values and charts
would direct users to the relevant data based on specific
highlighted regions of the charts for further analysis. One
example of a tool featuring such visualisation and interactivity
is JMP, a data analysis and statistical tool. If obtaining solution
robustness is required, the minimum of all maximum values or
minimax values across specific groups of scenario variants is
to be derived. Challenges of evaluating multiple-parametric
solution landscapes mainly lie in discovering any confounding

and emergent effects. In highly complex environments such
as a network-centric warfare, interdependence between
multiple systems complicates not only the deduction of
correlations, but also the task of distinguishing causations
and correlations among them. Hence, domain knowledge and
expert consultations are essential to make the judgements
over the data plots shown. The importance of conducting
appropriate experiment design appears in the sieving of main
and interactive effects amid the confounding environment.
Assuming there is differentiation of any potential logic errors,
deducing any unknown and emerging behaviours out of the
complex and even adaptive scenarios, is a daunting task with
no standard or clear methodology.

Illustration Through Case Scenario
With reference to the asset-based defence scenario case
study, OATS extracts and post-processes EADSIM results from
the text-based engagement report to determine paramounts
such as the number of Blue and Red attritions, as well as the
number of Blue weapon expended. By instructing OATS to
parse the standard sentence format of the report, it computes
the required values and outputs them into comma-separated
values file, from which spreadsheet or statistical applications,
such as Excel or JMP, can perform statistical inferences.
Exceptional conditions such as the number of weapons
expended within a certain time period can be configured as
shown in the Figure 6.

Figure 6. OATS snapshot of post-processing feature
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Figure 7. Illustration of Red strategies dependencies on terrain

INSIGHTS ASSESSMENT
Illustration Through Case Scenario
Insights into both Blue and Red strategies were derived from
the results of this fictitious study with the number of Blue assets
attrition being the primary MOE. Some of the key insights are:
a) Blue Deployment – If the enemy has an equal probability
of attacking from any combination of directions (enemy has
no prior information about the Blue deployment and selects
a strategy at random), Blue should adopt perimeter defence.
However, if the enemy has the means to obtain prior information
about Blue deployment and selects its best strategy against
known Blue deployment, Blue should adopt close range
defence and deploy its launchers in proximity to the assets.
These are derived by identifying the deployment that has the
best average and most robust (minimax of Blue assets attrition)
results respectively.
b) Dependencies of Red Attack Strategies on Blue
Deployment – It was discovered that the effectiveness of
Red flying altitude is dependent on the terrain elevation in the
direction of approach. Low flying is only advantageous from
the W direction where terrain provides detection avoidance
for the Red fighters until they are in range. High flying is
advantageous particularly for approach direction from the N,
E and SE directions where maximising target acquisition and

weapon release range is beneficial for the terrain profile (see
Figure 7).
c) Strategy Dynamics – The objective function plot of Blue
strategies against Red strategies in Figure 8 shows that both
sides have no clear dominant strategies. However, the figure
shows that in the centre of the red solution axis, the objective
function displayed a significant uptrend amid all blue solutions.
This suggested that certain Red strategies could be robust
against all possible Blue strategies.

Figure 8. Objective function plots of Blue strategies
against Red strategies
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d) System-level Parameter Tuning – With the results in
mind, it would be possible to target specific system-level
attributes and tune them such that the system could be more
effective against different threats. For instance, the Blue sensors
could be tuned to look for low flying aircraft in hilly terrain and
the Blue weapons could be tuned for better performance at
shorter intercept ranges.

CONCLUSION
The method of tradespace exploration was described in this
article and its value illustrated through an air defence case
study utilising EADSIM and OATS. It is clear that to achieve
efficiency and effectiveness of tradespace exploration, all the
three stages (input, process and output) of simulation execution
must be addressed. Deep analysis and data mining at the
output phase can surface insights to illuminate the problematic
issues, and subsequently to influence decision making.
Network technology and software automation have expanded
the boundaries for exploring a wide spectrum of potential
outcomes. This is clearly illustrated in the case study in which
in-house developed OATS seamlessly integrated with the
EADSIM to perform data farming, simulation runs and postprocessing. This was achieved with minimal configuration
changes and was automated across large tradespace.
Suggestions for further work in the area of enhancing
tradespace exploration techniques include:
a) simulation playback that can be seamlessly integrated
and interact with tabular data and graphs to enhance insights
assessment
b) automated determination of factor dependencies and
refinement of tradespace to explore
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As part of the authors’ efforts to promulgate the use of
tradespace exploration, the concept highlighted in this article
was presented to an audience of experts in simulation from
government, industry and academia at the inaugural Autumn
Simulation Multiconference held in October 2012 at San Diego,
USA.
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